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Doctor Yakov Yurievich Katz, lieutenant of the Medical Service.

Dr. Katz and his wife have been sending food twice a month to at least 22 Russian POWs in Germany.
PPC from soldiers’ camp Bautzen in Germany. Distribution of aid. Sent to France, 1917.

PPC from German camp Ohrdruf. Bunk beds in the barrack (top) and the camp infirmary. Sent to France, 1916.
PPC showing Russian Empress and her son Aleksei.

Sent from Tverskaia guberniia, Russia, to Bohemia, March 1916.
PPC sent from German camp Gardelegen to Paris, March 1915.

PPC from Sretensk, Russia, sent to Gars am Kamp, Austria, October 1915.
PPC from Russian officer imprisoned in Austria-Hungary. Sent to Moscow, July 1915.
Registered PPC from camp Damascus, Ottoman Empire, to Marseille, November 1915-June 1919.
PPC from German POW in Trial Bay, Australia. Sent to Hannover, February, 1915.
PPC from German POW in Kairouan, Tunisia. Sent to Munich, December 1914.
PPC issued by prisoners in Camp Doeberitz. Sent to Scotland, August 1915.

Artist Cecil A. Tooke
Easter PPC issued in camp Heuberg for Russian POWs.

Sent to Tverskaia guberniiia in April 1916.
Easter PPC issued in camp Döberitz for Russian POWs.

Sent by British POW to Perth in April 1916.
PPC showing the mosque in camp Zossen, first mosque in Germany. Sent from Zossen, April 1918.

PPC showing the synagogue in camp Döberitz near Berlin. Sent to England in July 1916.
PPC drawn by Hungarian prisoner.

Sent from Krasnoyarsk to Budapest, October 1917.
Pre-printed reply cards of private British benefactors.
Order for bread sent from German camp Friedrichsfeld to Paris.

Reply card from camp Göttingen to England with gratitude for bread received from Bern (below).
Reply card from Russian officer imprisoned in German camp Crefeld to French donors in Lyon.

Swiss postcard for the benefit of Russian prisoners.